
How to Maintain Good Customer Experience During
an E-commerce Refund Process

Why is the E-commerce refund process important?

The E-commerce refund process is an essential part of the customer experience for any
business, whether you sell kitchen gadgets or a VoIP with SMS service. If you have a good
E-commerce refund process, an unhappy customer could become a satisfied one. It will also
make it more likely that the customer will buy from you again.

At its simplest level, an E-commerce refund process must be straightforward, fair and easy.
However, there are many small details which contribute to a smooth-sailing refund process. In
this article, we’ll cover how you can build a refund process with great customer experience in
mind.
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What makes a good E-commerce refund process?
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The E-commerce refund process begins when a customer requests a refund. This could be
because they don’t like the product, it was faulty, or they received the wrong item. Whatever the
reason, refunds are requested all the time and companies should have an established system
for dealing with them. This might include policy reviews, consumer rights evaluations and claims
resolution.

Refunds can be hard for businesses as they have already given their goods and services. But it
is essential to maintain a great customer experience to avoid negative reviews and maximise
the chance that the customer buys from you again.

Also, if the refund involves processing a return, make sure this is easy, free and flexible. Take
inspiration from Nordstorm’s generous returns window, Lululemon’s no-questions-asked policy
and Amazon’s free shipping to ensure great customer return experiences.

How can I maintain a good customer experience throughout the
refund process?

Step one: Know your consumer rights

Firstly, it is important to consider if you are legally required to give a refund. This is the simplest
way to decide if a consumer is entitled to their money back.

If you don’t know consumer rights law, it will not only frustrate customers but make your brand
look unprofessional. So, reading up on consumer rights before dealing with a claim is a great
way to ensure good customer experience during the refund process.

For example, in Canada, customers are protected under the Consumer Protection Act but there
are discrepancies according to provincial, territorial and federal laws. Under the act, products
must be of reasonable quality and fit their intended purpose. But in Quebec, they must also be
durable according to their price, contract and conditions of use.

Also, don’t forget to request proof, such as photos and receipts, to verify the customer’s claim
and avoid refund fraud. Compare their proof and if it is backed by consumer law, you can begin
the refund process.

https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/return-reasons
https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/refund-fraud
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Step Two: Review your refund policy

As well as consumer law, it is important to be aware of your own refund policy. Often companies
will give refunds regardless of the law in order to ensure good customer relations, so make sure
to check your policy before giving a refund.

Your policy may also cover alternatives to refunds such as replacements or repairs. This may
not only help with E-commerce operational cost reduction, but provide a better outcome for the
customer. For example, if the customer likes the item but it arrived broken, a replacement could
be a better option.

However, don’t just review your policy in light of complaints. It’s important to have a quick and
easy-to-understand policy for general customer satisfaction. If it is complicated and hard to find,
customers will become frustrated, affecting their experience. If possible, link the policy on your
website and ensure it is in line with your competitors.
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The policy should also be fair to both the customer and your company. If it is too strict, the
customer will be unhappy. But if it’s too lenient, the company will lose money. Try to find the
balance between customer satisfaction and profits to make sure the refund process is fair.

Step three: Respond

An E-commerce refund request often comes from an unhappy customer, so it’s important to
make sure you handle the situation with care. Contact the customer from a toll-free number
(Canada) at a convenient moment to resolve the issue. You can turn a negative customer
experience into a positive one with four easy steps, known as the HEAT model:

H- Hear the customer out
Let the customer vent, rant or rage while you quietly listen. This is a great way to diffuse the
customer’s anger and makes them feel valued. Listening to the issue will also help you gather
all the information you need to resolve the problem.

That’s why systems like video banking are successful. The customer feels like the company
cares due to the personalised service provided, which can make a huge difference when it
comes to customer complaints.

E- Empathise
Dissatisfied customers have often spent hard earnt money on your product or service, so
showing that you understand and empathise with them can make them feel validated. Try using
phrases like: “I understand where you’re coming from. If that happened to me, I’d be
disappointed too.”

Again, this will diffuse any anger and make it clear you are listening to them, creating a positive
customer experience.

https://www.dialpad.com/ca/features/toll-free-number/
https://www.dialpad.com/ca/features/toll-free-number/
https://www.wallstreetoasis.com/resources/skills/finance/video-banking
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A: Apologize, Ask, Alternatives

Even if you are not at fault, an apology always puts customers at ease. Try saying something
like: “I’m sorry for any inconvenience caused” to please the customer without accepting liability.

Then, ask questions like: “Is there anything we can do to help?”, this will help the customer feel
in control and assure them you would like to help. Finally, offer alternatives like an exchange,
return or gift voucher so that the customer feels they have choice and agency.

T: Take action

Listening to customer issues creates a positive experience by making them feel valued. But the
only way to truly ensure a good customer experience during the refund process is to take action
and sort out the problem. To do this:

● Fix the problem quickly to ensure there is no time for the customer to become
dissatisfied again.

● Take responsibility. If you take care of the issue the customer will feel they have received
a quality, personalised service.

● If you can’t fix the problem quickly, stay in contact with the customer and communicate
updates on the E-commerce refund process.

● Similarly, if you can’t fix the problem immediately, set deadlines so the customer knows
they will get a resolution.

https://www.chargebackgurus.com/blog/customer-return-policy


● Provide as much information as possible so the customer understands the refund
decision, including your company refund policy.

● If the customer is an important client, a virtual phone call (Canada), in-person meeting or
video call will show them they are important to your company and allow you to provide a
personal service.

Step four: To refund or not to refund

Once you have reviewed your policy, the law and customer statements, it’s time to decide
whether or not to give the refund. If you grant the refund, you’ll likely get a pleased customer
likely to buy from you again but lose money. If you don’t you’ll save money but lose a potential
customer. So, consider carefully what you’re willing to sacrifice before you make a decision.

Step five: Resolution
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Whatever the outcome, communicate with the customer in a respectful tone, providing evidence
to support your decision.

If you decide to deny the refund, the customer might be angry. Approach them with an apology
and make it clear you have thoroughly investigated their claim. Make sure you back up your
decision by referring clearly to your refund policy and relevant consumer law. Finally stand firm,
a customer is more likely to respect a strong stance. For example:

“We are sorry to hear you are unhappy with our service. However, I have personally investigated
your claim against our policy and unfortunately, we cannot offer you a refund at this time.”

https://www.dialpad.com/ca/features/virtual-phone-number/


The customer will likely be disappointed, so try to give an offer or product as a gesture of
goodwill. This will also decrease the likelihood of you losing a customer and may encourage
them to give a positive review.

Finally, ask for feedback on the product and service so that the customer knows you value their
opinion. This will not only improve the customer experience but if taken seriously, your product
so that refund requests don’t have to be inherently negative for your business.

The importance of a good customer experience
Every brand will have unhappy customers from time to time, but how you manage them is what
makes or breaks a business. A bad customer experience will lead to negative reviews and a
possible loss of profit. But if you handle an E-commerce refund process with respect,
communication and clarity, you encourage customers to come back again and again.

Remember to HEAR your customers, know your rights and offer flexibility to give your
customers a great experience during the E-commerce refund process.


